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LATEX class writing for wizard apprentices

Boris Veytsman

Abstract

A number of excellent articles explain LATEX class
writing for beginners (Hefferon, 2005; Flynn, 2007;
Pakin, 2008; Mansfield, 2008). Of course, true wiz-
ards do not need any instructions. This paper is
intended for those TEXnicians who are no longer
beginners, but may not (yet) qualify as wizards. It
discusses some tips and tricks of the trade: pack-
ages you may want to use and packages you must
be compatible with; why the first two pages of a
book take 60% of your time; what is wrong with
the LATEX sectioning interface but why you better
stick with it, and more. It is based on the experience
of the author in writing LATEX classes for various
customers (Veytsman, 2008c).

1 Audience and scope

The New Hacker’s Dictionary (Raymond, 1996) de-
fines the word “user” in the following way:

user: n.

1. Someone doing “real work” with the com-
puter, using it as a means rather than
an end. Someone who pays to use a
computer. See real user.

2. A programmer who will believe anything
you tell him. One who asks silly ques-
tions. [GLS observes: This is slightly un-
fair. It is true that users ask questions (of
necessity). Sometimes they are thought-
ful or deep. Very often they are annoying
or downright stupid, apparently because
the user failed to think for two seconds or
look in the documentation before both-
ering the maintainer.] See luser.

3. Someone who uses a program from the
outside, however skillfully, without get-
ting into the internals of the program.
One who reports bugs instead of just
going ahead and fixing them.

The general theory behind this term is
that there are two classes of people who work
with a program: there are implementors (hack-
ers) and lusers. The users are looked down
on by hackers to some extent because they
don’t understand the full ramifications of the
system in all its glory. (The few users who
do are known as real winners.) The term is a
relative one: a skilled hacker may be a user
with respect to some program he himself does
not hack. A LISP hacker might be one who

maintains LISP or one who uses LISP (but
with the skill of a hacker). A LISP user is one
who uses LISP, whether skillfully or not. Thus
there is some overlap between the two terms;
the subtle distinctions must be resolved by
context.

In our TEX world the distinction between users
and implementors is sometimes represented as a dis-
tinction between users and TEXnicians. The latter
word was introduced by DEK himself (Knuth, 1994).
A TEXnician is a person who helps other people to
use TEX. This paper is intended for them.

More specifically, here we discuss writing LATEX
classes. I hope some of these issues might be of
interest for the macro writers working with other
formats, but I personally have been dealing mostly
with LATEX.

The TEXnicians working with macro packages
can be divided into three groups. First, there are
true wizards (see the definition and discussion in
New Hacker’s Dictionary). They can easily and con-
fidently write pages of TEX code with all manner of
\expandafter and \futurelet uses. Clearly these
people do not need to be taught how to write classes
(at least by me!).

Next, there are beginners. I do not mean here
beginning users, just the opposite: this group largely
consists of experienced users trying themselves in
class writing. There is good and useful literature for
this category of TEXnicians; I heartily recommend
the papers by Hefferon, 2005; Flynn, 2007; Pakin,
2008; Mansfield, 2008.

The third group consists of people who already
authored one or several classes, know how to use the
DTX format, have a dog-eared copy of the Compan-
ion (Mittelbach, Goossens, Braams, Carlisle, and
Rowley, 2004) and can recite paragraphs from the
Class Guide (2006). For the lack of better term
we will call such people wizard apprentices. I am
proud to belong to this group myself. One of my
longstanding complaints has been the relative dearth
of literature intended for this category of macro writ-
ers. The great book by Eijkhout, 2007, is one of the
rare exemptions from this rule. This article is also
intended to partially fill this need.

I provide here some anecdotes and snippets from
my experience as a LATEX macro writer. If it seems
rather subjective and opinionated, you, the reader,
are welcome to offer your own point of view. I am
certainly open to suggestions and critique from my
fellow apprentices, as well as from the wizards and
the beginners.
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2 LATEX interfaces

It is well known that the design of the standard LATEX
classes is not optimal from the typographer’s point
of view. The fact that its user interfaces also leaves
much to be desired is probably less appreciated.

Let us consider, for example, the LATEX section-
ing commands. The standard \chapter command
and its sisters \section, \subsection, etc. have
two arguments: the mandatory title and the optional
short title. The latter, if present, is used for the table
of contents and headers. This means that the entry
in the table of contents must be the same as the
headers. This is not what we want in most cases. It
is more common for modern books to use the “long”
title in the table of contents and the “short” one in
the headers.

The starred variants \chapter*, \section*,
etc. have their own problems. First, the star is
overloaded: it signifies both that this heading is not
numbered and that it does not produce an entry in
the table of contents. This is a wrong idea in most
cases. Such unnumbered subdivisions as Bibliogra-
phy and Index should be mentioned in the table of
contents. The same is true for front matter headings
like Foreword, which are usually not numbered, but
nevertheless belong in the table of contents. One of
the frequently asked questions in the Usenet news-
group comp.text.tex is “how to add the bibliog-
raphy to the TOC?” Of course there are packages
which achieve this, but they are correcting a design
misfeature which should not be there in the first
place. Another problem is the fact that the starred
sectioning commands do not have the optional argu-
ment (and do not change the headers in the standard
classes). Again, in most cases we do want to change
the headers for unnumbered subdivisions and thus
need a way to set up a short version of the title.

It is reasonable for a class writer to correct these
misfeatures and create a more rational interface de-
sign. For example, most of the problems discussed
above can be easily solved in a new class. However,
one must be very careful when changing the inter-
faces — even if it is tempting to do so. First, the
users are accustomed to the LATEX design, and dras-
tic changes might be too difficult for them. Second,
many computer editors are “LATEX-aware”, and of-
fer users ready-made templates. Third, some useful
packages like hyperref (Rahtz and Oberdiek, 2006)
redefine LATEX commands, and expect certain inter-
faces to be there.

The following example from my experience illus-
trates this point. Books published by Nostarch Press
have so-called circular art : a small round picture

in the beginning of each chapter. In the prelimi-
nary version of the class for this publisher I used
the following interface with one optional and two
mandatory arguments:

\chapter[〈Short Title〉]{〈Long Title〉}{〈Artwork〉}

This was a disaster. It turned out to be difficult
for me to remember that \chapter now has two
mandatory arguments, so I got a slew of errors during
testing. Moreover, hyperref refused to understand
this syntax, and I decided that patching it would
be too cumbersome. In the end I opted for another
design (Veytsman, 2008b):

\chapter[〈Short Title〉]{〈Long Title〉}
\chapterart{〈Artwork〉}

3 Compatibility issues

In the previous section we briefly touched on the issue
of compatibility. Let us discuss it more thoroughly.

The LATEX world can be described as a motley
collection of packages written by different authors
with various philosophies, goals, design ideas and skill
levels. Nobody ever guaranteed that these packages
would work together. The fact that TEX has no
concept of namespace makes the combination of these
packages even more daunting.

To tell the truth, though, the situation is better
than it could be. Most packages are compatible, and
the authors usually take care to patch them if they
turn out not to be. Still, sometimes interactions
between packages lead to unexpected results.

Some publishers, when accepting LATEX manu-
scripts, restrict the authors’ choice of packages. Nev-
ertheless there are always situations when an author
or an editor really needs a package.

A macro writer should expect the users to load
some packages. A good policy is to proactively test
the class with the most popular ones and mention
such “approved” packages in the documentation. In
some cases it makes sense to automatically load these
packages from the class.

If an electronic publication is intended (which is
almost always the case nowadays), hyperref (Rahtz
and Oberdiek, 2006) is usually called. This package
has many settings changing the appearance of links
(the default ones are almost never satisfactory). How-
ever, setting them presents the following problem.
This package usually should be loaded last, after
others. If you load it from your class, the packages
called by the users may not work properly.

There are two ways to solve this problem. First,
you can write a wrapper package that calls hyper-
ref, sets it up and even patches it if necessary. I
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adopted this approach for the nostarch class (Veyts-
man, 2008b). Second, you can automatically check at
the beginning of the document whether hyperref is
loaded, and set it up if necessary with a construction
like this:

\AtBeginDocument{%

\@ifpackageloaded{hyperref}{%

\hypersetup{〈Your customization〉}}{}}

I used this method for the class for an online journal
Philosophers’ Imprint (Veytsman, 2007).

Most people use the graphics bundle (Carlisle,
2005) and sometimes other graphics solutions for
illustrations. If your users are mathematicians, they
probably are going to load amsmath (2002). Pro-
grammers usually call listings (Heinz and Moses,
2007). Many people working in “natural sciences”
need natbib (Daly, 2009). You may want to test your
class with these packages. In general, a class writer
should understand the users’ ways of doing things
and anticipate their actions.

It is difficult enough to ensure compatibility
with the plethora of LATEX packages, but in fact the
problem is even more complex, because these package
are not frozen. Sometimes when a user upgrades a
package, it breaks many existing documents. This
requires constant vigilance from the class author.

4 Some useful tools

Besides creating problems for a class author, the
great variety of LATEX packages has positive value
too. Some packages turn out to be great tools for
macro writers. In this section I list some tools I often
use.

The package ifpdf (Oberdiek, 2006) provides
the information whether the document is compiled
via the DVI route or the direct PDF output is chosen.
This is useful, for example, if the class uses a non-
standard paper size (this is common for books). We
can tell LATEX the paper size, but to communicate it
to e.g. dvips, we must instruct the user to put the
corresponding option in the program call. If the di-
rect PDF route is chosen, however, we can make the
user’s life slightly simpler with the commands like
these (taken from the memoir code (Wilson, 2004)):

\ifpdf\relax

\pdfpageheight=\paperheight

\pdfpagewidth=\paperwidth

\pdfvorigin=1in

\pdfhorigin=1in

\fi

The package geometry (Umeki, 2008) is quite
handy for easy setup of paper size and margins.

The package fancyhdr (van Oostrum, 2004) sup-
ports defining complex headers and footers, with or
without decorative rules.

The package caption (Sommerfeldt, 2007) is use-
ful for setting up captions for tables, figures and
other floats.

Nowadays many designers prefer ragged layout
of the copy. The package ragged2e (Schröder, 2003)
helps to implement it in a rational way.

In many cases the “house style” includes specific
rules for the bibliography. Then the custom-bib
package (Daly, 2003) can help to create a customized
BibTEX style according to the requirements.

There are many more tools that should be in
a class writer’s toolbox. A constant monitoring of
Usenet groups and CTAN announce lists helps to
keep abreast of the TEX development. However,
there is always something to learn. When presenting
this talk at TUG 2009, I complained that the LATEX
\@addtoreset command does not have a counterpart
that removes some counters from the reset list. Bar-
bara Beeton immediately recalled a small package
(Carlisle, 1997) that provides a very useful command
\@removefromreset.

Another matter related to the reuse of somebody
else’s code is whether to start a new class from scratch
or to load a base class and then to redefine it as
necessary. I guess this is a matter of taste. I myself
prefer the second approach, but often it turns out in
the end that the new class redefines so many macros
that there is not much left from the original class.

5 These first pages . . .

The cover, title and copyright pages are only a small
fraction of the copy. Nevertheless they require a large
percentage of a class author’s effort. My experience
shows that macros for these pages take about 60% of
the total time for articles and 80% of the total time
for books.

These pages require highly formal typesetting
presenting structured information. This is easy to
note in books (see the title and copyright pages
for the nostarch class (Veytsman, 2008b)), but it is
also true in reports: see the samples for the erdc
class written for the reports of US Army Corps of
Engineers (Veytsman, 2009).

For these macros we can dispense with the ad-
vice of Section 2 and change the standard LATEX
interfaces, since they are woefully inadequate, and
most classes completely redesign front matter macros
anyway. However there is one idea of front matter
macros in standard LATEX which is worth keeping. It
is the idea of the separation of macros for collecting
data, like \author, \title, etc. — and the macros
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for typesetting like \maketitle. This approach al-
lows entering the front matter data in any order, and
to start typesetting only when we know which data
are present and how large they are.

The commands for collecting data store them
in internal macros. There are three kinds of such
commands, which we discuss below.

The commands of the first kind are very simple.
They have just one argument, and they store it in an
internal macro. For example, the date in standard
LATEX can be defined as:

\def\date#1{\gdef\@date{#1}}

\date{\today}

In a more complex case the command has two
arguments: the mandatory one and the optional one,
with the usual convention that in the absence of the
optional argument the mandatory one is used instead.
As an example let us consider the \title command.
In standard LATEX it has just one argument, but we
might want to have a full title for the title page and
a short one for running heads, etc. This is a common
enough case for books (Veytsman, 2008b), but can
be found in articles if the journal uses article titles in
headers (Veytsman, 2007; Veytsman, 2008a). With
this command we can say something like

\title[Robinson Crusoe]{%

The Life and strange Surprizing Adventures

of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner:

Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, all

alone in an un-inhabited Island on the

coast of America, near the Mouth of the

Great River of Oroonoque; Having been cast

on Shore by Shipwreck, where-in all the Men

perished but himself. With An Account how

he was at last as strangely deliver’d by

Pyrates. Written by Himself}

(by the way, the long title is the actual title of De-
foe’s book!). This effect can be achieved by the
\@ifnextchar[ macro:

\def\title{\@ifnextchar[{%

\title@i}{\title@ii}}

\def\title@i[#1]#2{%

\gdef\@shorttitle{#1}\gdef\@title{#2}}

\def\title@ii#1{%

\title@i[#1]{#1}}

The result is that the internal macro \@title gets
the full title, while the macro \@shorttitle gets the
short title.

The most complex case is cumulative macros:
each command can be repeated several times, and
the consecutive macros add to the stored information.
Suppose for example that we have several groups of
authors with shared affiliations. Than a natural syn-
tax (following the ideas of American Mathematical

Society classes, Downes and Beeton, 2004) to enter
the information is the following:

\author{A.U.~Thor \and C.O.R.~Respondent

\and C.O.~Author}

\affiliation{Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory\\

U.S. Army Engineer Research and

Development Center\\

2902 Newmark Drive\\

Champaign, IL 61826-9005}

\author{John~M.~Smith}

\affiliation{Coastal and Hydraulics

Laboratory\\

U.S. Army Engineer Research and

Development Center\\

3909 Halls Ferry Road\\

Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199}

This can be achieved in the following way:

\def\author#1{%

\ifx\@empty\@authors

\gdef\@authors{#1}%

\else

\g@addto@macro{\@authors}{\and#1}%

\fi

\ifx\@empty\@addresses

\gdef\@addresses{\author{#1}}%

\else

\g@addto@macro{\@addresses}{%

\par\author{#1}}%

\fi}

\def\affiliation#1{%

\ifx\@empty\@addresses

\gdef\@addresses{#1\par}%

\else

\g@addto@macro{\@addresses}{%

#1\par\vspace{\baselineskip}}%

\fi}

As the result of these commands we have two internal
macros: \@authors keeping the authors separated
by \and, and \@addresses keeping the authors and
their affiliations. Now we need to substitute \and

inside them by the proper punctuation. Here the
command \andify from Downes and Beeton, 2004, is
very handy. By default it uses American punctuation
(Tom, Dick, and Harry), but it has options for other
variants. I used this possibility in packages ijmart
and erdc (Veytsman, 2008a; Veytsman, 2009). The
latter package provided an interesting challenge: it
required the full list of authors without affiliations
separated by commas and and on the cover, and
separate lists of authors with shared affiliations on
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the title page. Having a separate macro with just
the authors’ names helped to do this properly.

Another interesting thing to do is to automati-
cally set up metadata for PDF output. Many pub-
lishers do not specify this in their requirements, but
a class writer should know better. In any case this
must be done when online publication is intended. As
discussed above, we can determine whether hyperref
is loaded and whether the PDF output is specified.
If these conditions are true, then the construction of
the title page should include lines like these:

\hypersetup{pdfauthor=\@author,%

pdftitle=\@title,%

pdfsubject=\@subject,%

pdfkeywords=\@keywords}

6 Final remarks and conclusion

In the previous sections we discussed the computer-
related aspects of class writing. There are, however,
even more important human aspects.

It is essential to have a good interaction with
the typographic designer and the users. A good
typographer can explain what is required from the
class and convey her or his ideas to the class writer.
Some class writers try to double as designers; I always
felt that the design requires years of training and
apprenticeship. Just the fact that you can code
complex things in TEX does not mean these things
are beautiful or proper.

Good users can test the code and write sensible
bug reports. This is also essential for the success of
the class.

If you have good typographic artists and patient
users, class writing is fun and rewarding. I personally
enjoyed writing the macros for my LATEX classes.
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